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The United States and its allies need to recognize that future attacks are 
more likely to come from the East than the Middle East and that there is no other option than to cooperate 
with Russia and its neighbors to stop them2

the rules of the war have changed... the role of non-military means 
has been increased in pursuit of political and strategic goals, which in several cases, in their effectiveness, 
significantly exceeded the strength of weapons3,

hidden military means, including extremist and terrorist 
organizations actual 
sovereignty without seizing the territory of the state5
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Chaos as a Strategy: Putin’s ‘Promethean’ Gamble

Donetsk People’s Republic Luhansk People’s Republic

the Global Terrorism Databa
GTD Codebook

Additional Filtering 
Mechanism

meet all of the criteria for inclusion as a GTD terrorist incident

successful attack by non-state actor to attain a political, economic, 
religious, or social goal through fear, coercion, or intimidation, outside the context of legitimate warfare 
activities and targeted a larger audience than the immediate victims.
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SBU establishes details of shelling civilians near Volnovakha,
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In the modern world extremism is being used as a geopolitical instrument and for remaking 
spheres of influence. We see what tragic consequences the wave of so-called color revolutions led to. 
For us this is a lesson and a warning. We should do everything necessary so that nothing similar ever 
happens in Russia

Their substance is to achieve political goals with minimum armed influence on the enemy. 
In accordance with the principles of the “color revolution”, which should lead to a non-violent 
change of power in the opponent’s camp. In essence, any “color revolution” is a coup organized 
outside
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Evidence of Russian militaries involvement in shooting in Mariupol
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UHHRU and partners presented report on Russia’s military 
support for “DPR” and “LPR”
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Analiz boyovykh diy v rayoni Ilovayska 
pislya vtorhnennya rosiyskykh viysk 24-29 serpnya 2014 roku

Analiz Heneral noho shtabu ZSU shodo 
boyovykh diy na Debaltsevskomu platsdarmi z 27 sichnya do 18 lyutoho 2015 roku 

      

UHHRU and partners presented report on Russia’s military 
support for “DPR” and “LPR”



Voyenno-promyshlennyy kuryer
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«Kharkivskyy partyzan» dobrovilno zdavsya SBU ta vykazav skhron zi zbroyeyu

SBU establishes details of shelling civilians near Volnovakha,

SBU zatrymala orhanizatoriv dyversiyi v Odesi

Evidence of Russian militaries involvement in shooting in Mariupol
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